
Winnipeg VOLT Hockey
is an inclusive  sport
that moves children
with intellectual and
mobility disabilities

from the sideline and
into the game. 

JOIN THE TEAM!

SPONSOR 
WINNIPEG VOLT HOCKEY

WWW.VARIETYMANITOBA.COM



Volt Hockey is an adaptive sports program designed to make hockey accessible
to individuals with disabilities. Volt is a unique adaptation to the sport of hockey
as it allows participants who have more complex needs – particularly those with
limited upper mobility, to be able to play the sport that extends beyond other
adaptive variations of hockey today. This adaptive sport allows individuals with
various mobility challenges to experience the excitement and camaraderie of
hockey, fostering inclusivity and providing an avenue for physical activity.

THE GAME
Volt is played as a 3 vs 3 game on an indoor gym or court using specially designed
hockey sport chairs. This allows virtually any person living with mobility
limitations the ability to play the sport of hockey independently.
 
THE CHAIR
Volt is played in a specially designed electric sport chair with multiple speeds
that is operated with a joystick. With a low center of gravity and hockey blade
attached to the chair. The chair comes in three fully modifiable sizes, depending
on the height of the player.
 
INCLUSIVITY
Volt Hockey allows everyone to be apart of the team! 
Participants, regardless of their level of mobility, find 
themselves part of a community where differences are 
celebrated, and everyone’s unique strengths contribute 
to the collective success of the team. We believe that 
every child should have an opportunity to play sports 
regardless of what their disability may be.

Winnipeg VOLT Hockey takes place on Sundays at 
Dakota Community Centre - Fieldhouse 
from 4:00 pm - 6:00 pm. 

WHAT IS WINNIPEG VOLT HOCKEY?



SEASON Sponsor     $10,000
Logo recognition on our arena boards for the entire season
Logo recognition in electronic newsletter(s)
Name recognition in materials sent out regarding the sport
Logo recognition Winnipeg VOLT Hockey webpage
Logo recognition on social media

freedom sponsor     $5,000
Logo recognition on our arena boards for the entire season
Logo recognition in electronic newsletter(s)
Logo recognition Winnipeg VOLT Hockey webpage
Logo recognition on social media

ACCESSIBILITY Sponsor     $2,500
Logo recognition on our arena boards for the entire season
Logo recognition Winnipeg VOLT Hockey webpage
Logo recognition on social media

JOIN THE TEAM!
sPONSOR WINNIPEG VOLT HOCKEY

A specialty designed motorized cart allows participants to play an adaptive sport with
their peers while working on social skills in an inclusive team environment.

Winnipeg VOLT Hockey is run strictly by volunteers, meaning that every dollar raised is
given back to the organization to help enrich the lives of our participants. The money
raised helps keep the programs running at zero costs to the families and participants.



Equipment sponsor     $1,000
Logo recognition on our arena boards for the entire season
Logo recognition Winnipeg VOLT Hockey webpage

inclusion sponsor     $500
Logo recognition Winnipeg VOLT Hockey webpage
Logo recognition on social media 

SUPPORT THE TEAM
Make a donation supporting Winnipeg VOLT Hockey 

      (receive a full tax receipt)

BE A TEAM PLAYER
sPONSOR WINNIPEG VOLT HOCKEY



Sponsor Information
To sponsor Winnipeg VOLT Hockey please complete this form and send

back to Ashley at atavares@varietymanitoba.com.  

Company Name: __________________________________________________

Contact NAME: ___________________________________________________

aDDRESS:_________________________________________________________

ciTY: ___________________________ pRO: _______________

p.c.:_____________________

Email Address: ___________________________________________________

Phone Number: ___________________________

Payment Information:

Sponsor Level: _________________________ Amount:_________________

i WOULD LIKE TO: ____ Pay by Credit Card ____ Send a Cheque 
                                  ____ Be sent an invoice ____ SEND AN ETRANSFER

Credit Card Number: _____________________________________________

Expiry Date: _____ / _____ CVC: ___________

Cheques can be made out to Variety Manitoba and mailed to: 
440A Don Ave. Winnipeg, MB, R3L 0S4. 

E-Transfers can be sent to finance@varietymanitoba.com. 

Need more information or what to discuss? Please contact Ashley at 
204-982-1050 or atavares@varietymanitoba.com. 


